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Nachdem bereits im vorigen
SKYLLIS-Heft zehn Beiträge veröf-
fentlicht worden sind, die auf Re -
ferate oder Poster-Vorstellungen
wäh rend der 22. Tagung „In Posei -
dons Reich“ im März 2017 in Kob -
lenz zurückgehen, können hier
aber mals sieben Arbeiten vorgelegt
werden. Weitere sind in Vor be -
reitung, was zeigt, dass die von der
DEGUWA und dem Verein zur
För derung der Unterwasser-ar chäo -
logie e.V. (FUWA) mit vielfältiger
Unterstützung seitens Koblenzer
und rheinland-pfälzischer Einrich -
tungen durchgeführte Tagung in
der internationalen Fachwelt als
wichtiger Ort des wissen schaft li -
chen Austauschs große Wert schä -
tzung gefunden hat.

Wie in dieser Zeitschrift üblich, sind
die Artikel annähernd nach der
Zeitstellung ihres Gegen standes
geordnet. Zunächst begeben wir
uns in frühe Zeiten. H. Öniz be -
schreibt eine erstaunlich große
Zahl ins Felsufer der kleinen Insel
Dana vor der türkischen Südküste
geschlagener Hellinge und macht
sich ausführlich Gedanken über
deren Datierung und besonders
über die mögliche Identifizierung
der für die Seefahrt offenbar sehr
wichtigen Insel in altorientalischen
Schriftquellen. – A. Vianello reflek-
tiert über die soziale Bedeutung von
Wasserfahrzeugen und deren Be -
herr schung in prähistorischen Ge -
sellschaften. – Ergebnisse ihrer
For schungen an einer unter Wasser
geratenen bronzezeitlichen Sied lung
in der Adria legen M. Čelhar, u.a. vor.

In historische Zeiten führen uns
die nächsten vier Beiträge, wenn
auch unter ganz verschiedenen
Fragestellungen. Über ihre Unter -
su chungen an einer infolge des
Meeresanstiegs heute unter Wasser
liegenden Mole oder Fahrstraße
zwischen der schon von den Phö -
niziern bzw. Puniern besiedelten
Laguneninsel Motya/Mozia und

Sizilien berichten F. Oliveri und A.
Lo Porto. – Ebenfalls von der
Trans  gression betroffen ist die im
6. Jahrhundert v. Chr. gegründete
Stadt Phanagoria am Schwarzen
Meer. S. Olkhovskiy, u.a. geben
Ein bl icke in ihre mittels 3D Sub-
bottom Profiler betriebenen For -
schun gen im Bereich dieser einst-
mals bedeutenden griechischen
Kolonie. – V. Zmaić Kralj behan-
delt anhand von Funden aus einem
Wrack in der Adria die Frage, wie
aus einer ge mischten Fracht Han -
dels routen er schlossen werden
kön nen. – Tróia (Portugal) ist ein
lange bekannter, wichtiger Ort rö -
mischer Salzfisch produktion, des -
sen Ruinen stark von der fortschrei -
tenden Uferero sion bedroht sind.
P. Brum u.a. stellen die Ziele eines
internationalen Projekts zur Siche -
rung von Kulturerbe vor und
berichten über ihre Unter su chun -
gen des Ortes im Rahmen dieses
Projekts.

Sechs frei eingesandte Beiträge
schlagen unter wiederum mannig-
faltigen Aspekten einen Bogen von
der Steinzeit bis in die Gegenwart.
P.E. Sorokin und T.M. Gusentsova
liefern eine detailreiche Beschrei -
bung hölzerner neolithischer
Fisch fangvorrichtungen, die im
heu tigen Stadtgebiet von St. Peters -
burg entdeckt worden sind. – Der
anschließende Beitrag von T. Pfle -
derer u.a. führt uns noch einmal in
die Lagune von Mozia, wo außer
dem Damm weitere Bereiche per
Side Scan Sonar untersucht und
vielleicht ein römischer Ankerplatz
festgestellt wurden. – In spätanti -
ker Zeit wurde der Hafen der Stadt
Side an der Südküste der Türkei
mit einem langen Wellenbrecher
geschützt. H. Öniz berichtet über
einen Unterwasser-Survey, aus
dem sich ergibt, dass unter an -
derem antike Steinsarkophage ei -
nen Teil der Anschüttungen bil den,
die offenbar aus nahegelegenen
Nekropolen stammen. – B. Dre yer

stellt ausführlich ein interdiszi-
plinäres, auch Schüler, verschied -
ene Fachberufe und andere In -
teressierte einbeziehendes Pro jekt
des Department. Geschichte - Alte
Geschichte der Universität Er -
langen-Nürnberg vor. Es gilt, das
römische Wrack Ober stimm 2
nach zubauen und in jeder Hinsicht
praktisch zu er proben. Beachtliche
Ergebnisse konnten teils schon er -
zielt werden, teils darf man sie von
weiteren Tests er war ten. – H. Öniz
und O. Sütçüoğlu weisen anhand
alter Schriftstücke nach, dass die
Altertümerverwal tung des Osma -
ni schen Reiches bereits viel früher
als anderswo ein Augenmerk auf
Funde aus dem Meer gerichtet
hatte. Von solchen Bemühungen
um den Schutz kulturellen Erbes
ist es nur ein kurzer Schritt zu ei -
ner demselben Geist verpflichteten
Ausstellung in Bonn mit dem Titel
„Im Meer versunken – Sizilien und
die Unterwas ser archäologie“, deren
wesentliche As pekte M. Orgeldin -
ger schildert, indem er gleichzeitig
den Leser auf einen gedanklichen
Rundgang durch diese lehrreiche
und anregende Schau führt.

Der Kreis schließt sich mit zwei
Rezensionen zu Büchern, die von
Schiffen handeln. J. Daum be -
spricht ein Werk über ein Beispiel
der Experimental-Archäologie, näm -
lich den Nachbau einer römischen
sog. Lusoria, und R. Nawracala stellt
den Sammelband „Schiffe und ihr
Kontext“ vor, der 18 Beiträge eines
internationalen Kongresses mit
demselben Titel enthält.

Die Redaktion hofft, ihren Lesern
recht abwechslungsreichen Lese -
stoff dargeboten zu haben – dies
freilich nicht ohne die Hilfe der
Auto rinnen und Autoren, denen
für ihre Beiträge ein herzlicher
Dank gesagt sei!

Die Redaktion
Februar 2018
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The site of
Ricul is situat-
ed in the Paš -
man Channel
in the village of
Turanj, about 6
km south-west
of Biograd na
Moru and 25
km south of
Zadar (Fig. 1).
It is a complex
site consisting
of a submerged
prehistoric set-
tlement and a
stone structure
125 m long
that connects
the mentioned
s e t t l e m e n t
with the near-
by islet of Ri -
cul. The settle-
ment, covering
an area of over
1 ha, consists of a stone embank-
ment raised on the peripheral seg-
ments while the central part of the
site encompasses a shallow depres-
sion without a cultural layer. The
top of the stone embankment is at
the depth of 2,2 meters, while the
level of the surrounding natural

seabed is 3 to 4 meters below the
present-day sea surface. This pre-
historic complex also comprises
Ricul that has been included in the
list of Liburnian hillforts for quite
a while (Fig. 2) (Brusiæ 1975; 1977;
Batoviæ 1977, Carte 1, no. 350).

The first ar -
chaeo log ica l
excavations at
this site were
performed by
Z. Brusiæ (1975;
1977) who
found prehis-
toric pottery
sherds on the
seabed as well
as a ceramic
urn with a child
burial on the
islet shore.
After short trial
excavations in
2012 aimed at
de ter mining
the stratigra -
phic situation,
systematic ar -
chaeolog ica l
e x c a v a t i o n s
have been con-
ducted at the

site from 2014 focusing on obtain-
ing in sights in precise chro nology
of the site and plani metry of the
settlement.

The first research phase had en -
compassed a small area of the site
whereby a probe (2,5 × 2,5 m) was
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A Bronze Age underwater site near the islet
of Ričul in northern Dalmatia (Croatia)

Martina Čelhar – Mate Parica – Mato Ilkić – Dario Vujević

Abstract – In 2014 archaeologists from the Department of Archaeology of the University of Zadar started exploring
the prehistoric underwater site near the islet of Ricul in northern Dalmatia. The existence of a prehistoric settle-
ment was indicated by structures and artifacts recovered in four archaeological campaigns. Obtained radiocarbon
age as well as typological and technological features of the archaeological finds date the settlement to the Middle
Bronze Age opening up new possibilities for discusions about a poorly known prehistoric period in northern
Dalmatia.

Inhalt – Archäologen der Abteilung für Archäologie der Universität Zadar begannen im Jahr 2014, den prähisto-
rischen Unterwasser-Fundplatz nahe dem Inselchen Ricul in Nord-Dalmatien zu untersuchen. Auf die Existenz
einer vorgeschichtlichen Siedlung deuteten Strukturen und Artefakte hin, die in vier archäologischen Kampagnen
gewonnen wurden. Radiocarbon-Daten ebenso wie typologische und technische Merkmale der Funde datieren die
Siedlung in die Mittlere Bronzezeit und eröffnen neue Möglichkeiten der Diskussion über eine wenig bekannte prä-
historische Periode Nord-Dalmatiens.

Fig. 1: Archaeological site of Ričul in northern Dalmatia.
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opened in the peripheral embank-
ment (Probe 2). The embankment
begins about 2,2 meters below the
current sea level. Flat stones are on
the top covering some segments of
the probe while a cultural layer
from 70 to 80 cm thick is present in
the remaining area. The deposit
consists largely of amorphous
rocks with diameter from 20 to 50
cm under the mentioned stone
paving while the interspace is filled
with sludge, pottery sherds, re -
mains of marine and terrestrial
fauna, small fragments of wood,
splinters etc. After the embankment
was removed, roughly worked
wooden piles were found, organ-
ized in rows mostly in SW-NE
direction. The pointed tips of the
piles were struck in the original
gravel beach.

The discovery of rather regularly
distributed stone slabs at the top of
the embankment incited the ex -
pansion of the research area with
an aim of determining possible
regularities in relations between
wooden piles and paved segments
of the settlement. An area of 118,25
m2 was excavated in the process, a
kind of section from the periphery
towards the central part of the set-
tlement (Fig. 3). A certain regulari-
ty was recognized in the direction
of the paving and larger concentra-
tion of wooden piles on the
peripheral segments that follow the
direction of coastline on which the
settlement was situated.

Two trial areas in the north-west-
ern part of the stone embankment
were excavated in 2017 in order to
determine the original geomorpho -
logy of the space and possible man -
ner of constructing and spread ing
of the settlement. One probe was
opened on the inner edge of the
embankment, next to the central
depression, and the other 4 meters
further towards the outer edge of
the settlement. The probe close to
the central part contained a very
shallow archaeological layer, only
15 to 20 cm thick, from the flat
stones on the surface to the sterile
gravel, while the probe that is more
distant from the central part con-
tained layers from 30 to 45 cm thick.

Alongside the aforementioned, the
results from the previously exca-
vated Probe 2 located on the outer
edge of the embankment with cul-
tural layers up to 80 cm thick clear-
ly indicate the growth of the cul-
tural layer, that is fall of the origi-
nal mainland towards the edge of
the site.

Future research will be directed at
the connection of the settlement
with mainland. The original level
of the settlement is somewhat
higher in this segment, at about 1,5
meters below the current sea level.
A construction made of stone and
wood is visible here as well and its
radiocarbon date confirms syn-

chronicity with other parts of the
settlement. There are also several
regularly distributed stone blocks.
The higher embankment, the men-
tioned blocks, and the position of
the settlement on an isolated sand-
bar suggest detachment of the
settle ment from the rest of the
mainland but actual relations will
be known only after the archaeo-
logical excavations.

Despite the small excavated seg-
ment in relation to the size of the
site, the spatial distribution of the
excavated areas proved to be suffi-
cient for a partial reconstruction of
the formation and development of
the settlement on Ricul. The fall of
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Fig. 2: Aerial photo of the site.

Fig. 3: Aerial photo of the site with excavated areas and position of the samples
taken for radiocarbon analyses (1-3).
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the original terrain towards the site
edges and the composition of vir-
gin soil indicated that the settle-
ment developed on what was the
shore at the time and the recon-
struction of the original terrain
shape reveals that the central part
was originally a kind of protrusion
in the sea. Accordingly, the growth
of embankment thickness towards
the edge of the site indicates that
the original area became too small
for the settlement at one point and
too exposed to sea which was
solved by filling peripheral parts
and acquiring neccesary space in
that way. The entire cultural layer
was made as a consequence of ex -
pansion of the settlement in the
shallow sea, in a manner that cul-
tural waste was deposited on the
coast while the settlement was oc -
cupied. Organized spreading of the
coastal belt took place occasionally
by depositing big rocks and com-
pacting wooden piles that prevent-
ed erosion of the newly formed
bank by sea waves. The paving on
the top of the embankment (Fig. 4)
indicates that it was not raised as
an enclosure wall but that the fill-
ing was aimed at levelling of the
peripheral part of the settlement.

It remains unclear if the wooden
piles were used only for expansion
of the coast or some of them might
have functioned as foundation of
above-ground objects though there
are some indications in that regard.
The problem in interpretation is
the fact that wooden piles are regu-
larly preserved up to the level of sea
sludge that is to the level of the
paving or walking surface (Fig. 5).
All parts of the piles that could
possibly rise above level of the site
were destroyed by marine organ-
isms. However the presence of piles
along the inner edge of the stone
embankment next to the central
part where this embankment is not
accessible, on the spots where they
are not necessary for reinforcing
the embankment structure, sug-
gests that there had to be above-
ground structures.

The central part of the settlement
has not yielded neither the struc-
ture remains nor the cultural layer.
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Fig. 4: Stone slabs at the top of the embankment.

Fig. 5: Wooden piles in probe 2.
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This area, clearly visible from the
aerial photograph, has been hol-
lowed in the natural deposit at the

         24      A Bronze Age underwater site · M. Celhar  et. al.

Fig. 6: Calibrated radiocarbon dates.

T. 1

depth of about 3,5 meters below
the current sea level. Due to the
mentioned depression towards the

central part the entire site looked
more like a harbor and less like a
settlement. However excavations
refuted such assumption. First we
need to mention that a strong sea
current changing in different parts
of the day was present at the place
of the submerged site, between the
islet of Ricul and the mainland.
This current has affected the depo-
sition of any piece of wood from
sea sludge into the nearest depres-
sion. Such examples have been
found at several places during the
excavations so that the central
depression at the site, if it had been
identical at the time when the set-
tlement was inhabited, would have
definitely been filled with wood
and sludge, and probably also at
least some archaeological finds.
Therefore it is not a consequence of
prehistoric activities but of a recent
devastation of the site, probably
due to digging gravel for construc-
tion works. According to informa-
tion provided by an old resident of
Turanj it seems that this was the
place of extraction of gravel that
contained a number of wooden
beams. The surrounding part formed
by a stone embankment and paving
was not destroyed in the process
because stone prevents work of
boats specialized for sand extrac-
tion. The mentioned facts indicate
that the central part of the site was
not paved but that it was raised on
the gravel deposit of the prehistoric
coast, while the surrounding stone
embankment probably represents
artificial expansion. Information
on the presence of wooden beams
found when gravel was extracted
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indicate that wooden architecture
had to be present in this central
part of the settlement.

The entire excavated area was char-
acterized by a compact layer with
abundant cultural remains com-
mon in settlement horizons, pri-
marily pottery fragments and
bioarchaeological material1. Probe
2 yielded most finds since this was
one of the few probes where bed -
rock was reached. Though only a
surface segment of the cultural
deposit was excavated in the re -
maining area, since the excavation
strategy was directed at determin-
ing the ground plan of the struc-
tures, a sizeable quantity of mov-
able archaeological finds was found.
Finds of terrestrial fauna, primarily
bones of domestic animals, are
dominant among bioarchaeologi-
cal finds. A preliminary analysis
indicates the prevalence of ovi-
caprids, and presence of cattle and
pigs2. Deer antlers were used for
bone tools as confirmed by a find
of a point with pointed tip and
perforation on the proximal end (T.
10/6). Considering the visible use
wear on the distal end, it was prob-
ably used for piercing soft materi-
als, but it is also possible that it was
used as a fishing utensil having in
mind the morphology of the find
and pronounced maritime econo -
mic orientation of the community.
An olive pit was found at the bot-
tom of the cultural deposit as one
of its earliest traces in this region.

Handbuilt pottery used for prepa-
ration, storage and consumation of
food and drink definitely repre-
sents the most abundant category
of finds. Pottery sherds of coarse
fabric with uneven calcite inclu-
sions are dominant among the
finds, mostly poorly fired and
undecorated, but there are also bet-
ter quality examples with bur-
nished surface. The entire pottery
assemblage is rather fragmented
preventing more precise recon-
struction of the forms of certain
types. However certain more com-
pletely preserved pottery sherds as
well as the lack of fragments of ves-
sels with sharp or distinct carina-
tion, indicate pronounced domi-

nance of rounded forms that usu-
ally have flat base (T. 10/3-5). The
ceramic inventory is dominated by
pots, bowls, cups and jugs. Platters
with flat base and slightly everted
rim are also present but scarce (T.
10/1-2) as well as a ceramic spool
(T. 10/7) similar in form to spools
from the Late Bronze Age site of
Vis near Derventa in northern
Bosnia, though the latter ones are
richly decorated with channels
(Mariæ 1961, 158,160, T.III/4-7).

Pots with elongated, gently round-
ed form narrowing towards the
base stand out in the category of
pots due to high number. Their
rims are everted whereby the tran-
sition from the body to the rim can
be more or less pronounced. The

width of the opening roughly cor-
responds to the biggest width of
the vessel (T. 1/1-7). Their surface is
coarse, rarely burnished, and
horseshoe-shaped lugs can often be
found on the shoulder (T. 1/2,7), as
well as relief bands with round
impressions (T. 1/3-5) or knob-like
protrusion (T. 1/1,6). A pot of this
form was found in Vaganacka peæi-
na in the layer dated to the Late
Bronze and Early Iron Age (Foren -
baher – Vranjican 1985, T. 11/8)
and in synchronous horizons on
Vrcevo hillfort (Šokceviæ 2016, cat.
no. 226), though it is definitely a
form present in a wider region as
indicated by similar remains from
Monkodonja (Hellmuth Kramber -
ger 2017, Sl. 139/I). A mildly
round ed form with only slightly
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pronounced shoulder is found on
the pot on T. 1/8. Judging from the
preserved profile, it narrows towards
the lower part more considerably
than the other examples. The tran-
sition between the everted rim and
shoulder is emphasized on the
outer side by slightly stepped pro-
file. Everted rims are also present
on globular pots with one, or orig-
inally probably two horizontal
handles on the vessel shoulder
(T. 2/1) or with strap handles con-
necting with a small rectangular
platelet on the rim (T. 2/2).

Another common type of pots are
large specimens with closed form
and opening diameter sometimes
considerably smaller than the max-

imal width of the vessel. These pots
are characterized by a low or high
cylindrical neck or a concove  neck
with everted rim (T. 2/3-8). The
form of the lower part of the vessel
is difficult to determine, but these
were pronouncedly rounded
forms, prob  ably globular or squat.
One example of a small, well bur-
nished pot, with diameter of about
10 cm, might be classified to the
category of jugs (T. 2/8). Similar
forms of the pots with cylindrical
and concave neck can be found in
the nearby region, particularly on
the Zadar islands (Batoviæ 1973,
T.80 3, 5, 7, 8; T. 96/1), but also
elsewhere in contexts of the Bronze
and Iron Ages (Korošec – Korošec
1980, 19/3-4; Buršiæ Matijašiæ

1998, T.3/54, 62-64;4/77; 1999,
T.5/60; Marijanoviæ 2000, T.60/1;
Radiæ Rossi, 2011, T.56/4; 58/1).

Bowls make another well repre-
sented category. There are deep
and shallow examples, and mostly
these are calotte-shaped or conical
bowls with wide everted rim, with
more or less pronounced transi-
tion to the rim, often thickened on
the inner side (T. 3, 4). A small
number of specimens does not
have a pronounced transition of
the body to the rim that is only
slightly everted (T. 4/6). If there are
handles, they are of a wide strap
variant, located under the rim, at
the transition of the rim to the
body or on the vessel body (T. 3/6,
4/3,7), and sporadically there are
also small tongue-shaped lugs,
sometimes divided in two little
horns (T. 4/4-5), seemingly mostly
on conical variants.

For the most part bowls are undec-
orated. However we need to men-
tion a bowl with massive walls and
ornamental characteristics that
make it unique not only among
bowls but in the entire pottery
assemblage (T. 4/3). The decoration
is not unique because it is particu-
larly fine or innovative, but
because it was applied on a bigger
portion of the vessel. Fingertip
impressions decorate the rim,
walls, wide strap handle, and final-
ly the base of the handle. A shallow
applied band decorated with the
same ornament spreads on both
sides from the handle base.
Analogies for these bowls can be
found in Vaganacka peææina in the
layers associated with the Middle,
and Late Bronze Ages and the
beginning of the Iron Age (Foren -
baher – Vranjican 1985, T. 8/3-5,
11; 11/2-4), although Late Bronze
and Early Iron Age forms from this
site often have facetted rim, a trait
not recorded among the finds from
Ricul. Similar forms of bowls were
found at a number of northern
Dalmatian sites such as the hillforts
Kruna near Božava and Omiš near
Sali on the island of Dugi otok
(Batoviæ 1973, T. 73/1; 80/4,6) and
hillforts Gracinica on the island of
Sestrunj (Batoviæ 1973, T. 85/2)
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dated to the Bronze and Iron Ages
(Batoviæ 1997, 136, 142-143;
Hellmuth Kramberger 2017, 134)
on Vrcevo hillfort in the Middle
and Late Bronze Age layers (Šok -
ceviæ 2016, cat. no. 77-79, 100,
113), in Kaštel near Benkovac
(Zojceski 2013, T. 8/1,2,4) yielding
finds broadly dated to the Late
Bronze and Early Iron Ages
(Zojceski 2013, 96) and elsewhere.

Cups and jugs (T. 5, 6) are also well
represented but certain sherds can
hardly be ascribed to one or anoth-
er category with certainty due to
their fragmentary state. They are
characterized by thin walls and
well burnished surfaces, though
there are some coarse variants.
They are mostly rounded, globular,
squat or calotte-shaped, with more
or less everted rims. The form of
one rather coarse cup is conical,
and that is the only vessel from this
site with completely preseved pro-
file (T. 6/4). Jugs and cups are char-
acterized by the presence of one
handle, mostly triangular or nar-
row strap handle with or without
an extension on the rim. They
mostly connect rim and shoulder
of the vessel, but there are exam-
ples located under the rim.
Decoration is scarce – there are
only two round knobs on one cup
(T. 6/2).

Decoration is not only scarce but
also conservative, with limited
selection of motifs and decoration
techniques. Relief appliqués are
most common: one or more knob-
like ornaments usually on the
shoulder or upper part of the vessel
and near the handle grip (T. 1/1,6,
6/2, 7/1), round appliqués with a
hollow in the middle (T. 7/2-4),
straight and shallow arched relief
bands that can be additionally
ornamented with fingertip impres-
sions or some tools of different sec-
tions, also usually applied on the
shoulder or upper part of the ves-
sel, but also under the outer rim
(T. 1/3-5, 4/3,7, 7/4-8, 11-12). Arched
bands with clearly defined section
are usually interpreted as handles,
and they can have triangular or
quadrangular section (T. 1/2,7, 7/9-
10, 9/8). Several bands were noticed

in only one case, specifically three
horizontal parallel bands (T. 7/13).
Impressing a fingertip or some tool
was used for decorating handle
grips and rims (T. 4/3, 7/1, 8/6).

Shallow incisions were noticed on
a small, well burnished fragment
with alteration of fir branch motif
or „V“ motifs and slanted parallel
lines (T. 7/14) that seemed to have
run along the entire body of the
vessel. Similar combination of
motifs executed in the same tech-
nique can be found on a vessel
from Varvara belonging to the
Varvara A-3 phase dated to the
final phase of the Early and begin-
ning of the Middle Bronze Age
(Coviæ 1978, 36-37, 60, fig. 18).

However such simple incised geo-
metric motifs occur in a broad
region and they are not relevant in
terms of chronology. Interesting
combinations of motifs include a
fragment with arched band with
fingertip impressions and circular
appliqué (T. 7/4) and a hollow in
the midddle, as well as the previ-
ously mentioned bowl with combi-
nation of a relief band with finger-
tip impressions on the rim, surface
of the vessel and handle edges. 

The mentioned decoration tech-
niques and motifs applied are com-
mon in a wider region during the
Bronze and Iron Ages, particularly
decoration with fingertip impres-
sions on the rim and straight or
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arched („horseshoe-shaped“) relief
bands occurring along the eastern
Adriatic coast and hinterland (cen-
tral and western Balkans) (Coviæ
1978, 55-56; 1983, 130; Govedarica
1989, 156, 158; Cuka 2009, 21-22;
Urem 2012, 94-94), and simple
knob-like decorations (Coviæ 1978,
59; Govedarica 1989, 156, 158).
Round appliqué with a hollow in
the middle is also frequently used
so that it is found in Istria
(Hellmuth Kramberger 2017, 263,
271-272, sl. 228/1; 2017a, Tab. 93,
7-8), northern and central
Dalmatia (Batoviæ 1973, T. 70/1;
73/5; Korošec – Korošec 1980, T.
19/3; Forenbaher 1987, T. 2/2;
Kaiser – Forenbaher 2002, Sl. 8/9;
Radiæ Rossi 2011, T. 61, 68), but

also further inland (Govedarica
1982, T. 15/3).

As opposed to the simplicity and
uniformity of decoration, the han-
dles stand out in terms of shaping
and diversity as they are not only
functional but also decorative.
They are mostly complete, but
often detached from the body of
the vessel so it is difficult to ascribe
them to a specific pottery type, as
particularly evident in the case of
wide strap („tunnel-shaped“) han-
dles. Wide or narrow strap handles
with rectangular or slightly round-
ed section are dominant at this site
(T. 3/6, 4/3,7, 5/3, 8-9, 6/4, 7/1, 8/1-3,
5), and they are frequently found at
other Bronze Age sites in the east-

ern Adriatic (cf. e.g. Coviæ 1978,
55, 57, 61-62; Buršiæ Matijašiæ
1998, 66, 71-73; Fo  ren baher –
Vranjican 1985, 10; Kaiser –
Forenbaher 2002, 105; Urem 2012,
94; Zojceski 2013, 46; Šokceviæ 2016,
44; Hellmuth Kram berger 2017,
243-244). On the basis of more
completely preserved examples we
can conclude that most were verti-
cally placed on or under the rim,
on the smaller or large vessels for
keeping food and drink. The vari-
ant with sunken area in the middle
and pulled out edges is an excep-
tional find (T. 8/4).

On one large vessel a lug was
noticed on the inner side opposite
to a strap handle. Unfortunately it
was not preserved in entirety (T.
8/5). Ivo Maroviæ had dealt with
the issue of protrusions on the
inner side of the vessels. On the
basis of analogies from Italy he
believed that vessels with such pro-
trusions were used for cooking
milk. The lugs were used as a sup-
port for holding perforated lids
intended for preventing spilling of
liquid when boiling (Maroviæ
2002, 242-246). Dense concentra-
tion of these finds was recorded in
the northern Dalmatia region, par-
ticularly in the wider surrounding
of Zadar (Maroviæ 2002, 245), and
recently similar finds were found
in Monkodonja (Hellmuth Kram -
berger 2017, 134-135). Almost
identical pointed protrusion, that
is lug, is found on both northern
Dalmatian and Istrian examples on
the outer and inner side of the ves-
sel. On the other hand, the closest
form to our example with strap
handle on the outer side was
recorded at the sites of Dugiš near
Otok and Varavara in the Middle
Bronze Age horizon (Coviæ 1978,
T. 37/3-4; Maroviæ 1990, T. 18/1-3).

Strap handles with various exten-
sions on the rim are particularly
characteristic, there were about ten
such specimens. Mostly these were
rectangular platelets (T. 2/1, 5/1-2,
5, 8/6), or rarely slightly rounded
oval platelets (T. 6/5-6). A particu-
larly interesting example is the ves-
sel on which a decorative extension
in shape of rectangular platelet was
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modelled above such strap handle,
on a rim decorated with perpendi-
cular incisions, and a short rib was
added connecting the platelet with
the handle (T. 8/6). Such forms
appear along the eastern Adriatic
and they are a distinct characteris-
tic of the Posušje culture back from
the Early Bronze Age (Coviæ 1983,
136, 149-150; 1989, 70, 72-73, 75,
79, 98-99; Maroviæ – Coviæ 1983,
212-213), while at the beginning of
the Late Bronze Age they are only
rarely found as archaic forms
(Coviæ 1983a, 400). A button-
shaped extension with sunken cen-
tral part on the rim of a small ves-
sel with thin walls is an exceptional
example (T. 8/7). Unfortunately the
form of the handle it once stood
over remains unknown. It might be
a triangular handle judging from
the impression of the preserved
handle base. Several examples of
similar button-shaped extensions
on the handles of small vessels,
cups and/or jugs were found in
Monkodonja, and this form is char-
acteristic of the Early Bronze Age in
northern Italy around Lake Garda
and the Po river valley (Hellmuth
Kramberger 2017, 249, 254, 349-
350, fig. 222; 225/b1-2, f; 2017a,
Tab. 26/10-11, 71/7).

A massive strap handle of a large
vessel, probably of a pot is an inter-
esting example (T. 8/8). The upper
part has a form of tongue-shaped
horizontal platelet that gradually
breaks towards the lower rounded
part of the handle. It is similar to
knee-shaped handles though it dif-
fers in execution of the lower part
of handle. A close analogy can be
found in Vlaška peæ near Senj in
the layer dated to the end of the
Early Bronze Age and beginning of
the Middle Bronze Age (Foren -
baher 1987, 87-88, note 11, T.1/5.).
Several knee-shaped handles were
found on Ricul (T. 8/9, 9/1), com-
plete or fragmentary, but they still
belong to the category of rare
forms at the site. The example on T.
8/9 has a strap handle, without
traces of narrowing towards upper
part, but it is noticeable, though
barely, on fragment on T. 9/1. Such
form is characteristic of the Bronze
Age of Istria and Trieste Karst,

Kvarner and northern Dalmatia,
and identical and related forms are
present all the way to central
Dalmatia and Herzegovina (cf.
Lonza 1981, 45-51; Forenbaher –
Vranjican, 1985, 11-12). The han-
dle on T. 9/1 is located on the belly
of a larger vessel with distinct
tongue-shaped platelet, and its
base is decorated with fingertip
impressions on both sides of the
lower base of the handle. It looks
very similar to a handle from Elleri
hillfort (Lonza 1981, T.2/5). Due to
the narrowed upper part of the
handle such forms are included in
triangular handles with platelet
(Buršiæ Matijašiæ 1998, 68-70;
Hellmuth Kramberger 2017, 244-
247; 381-384).

Triangular handles are one of the
most distinct characteristics of the
Bronze Age pottery from the east-
ern Adriatic coast, particularly well
documented in the region of Istria,
Trieste Karst and islands of Kvarner
(Hellmuth Kramberger 2017, 244-
248, Sl. 216-217). On Monkodonja
hillfort this type is by far the most
numerous category of handles
(Buršiæ Matijašiæ 1998, 66; Hell -
muth Kramberger 2017, 245).
Handles of this type are less
numerous along the Dalmatian lit-
toral (Hellmuth Kramberger 2017,
245-248, Sl. 216-217) that is defi-
nitely associated with the state of
exploration in the mentioned area,
as illustrated by the results of
recent archaeological interventions
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such as the ones at the sites of
Vrcevo-Gorica (Celhar 2013; Šok -
ceviæ 2016,53, Kat. br. 52, 74-75,
156) and Gradina in Turanj3 and
also Ricul where they are the sec-
ond category of handles regarding
their number. Here they are almost
regularly found without a platelet,
on small vessels with thin walls –
on cups and jugs, primarily on
their edges that they often sur-
mount (T. 5/6-7, 6/1, 3). Ac -
cordingly they are smaller and
often burnished. One such handle
connecting on the extension of the
rim in shape of a rectangular platelet
stands out as a special form (T. 5/7).

Finally so-called X-shaped handles
as a variant of vertical handles
need to be mentioned as they are
found at almost all Bronze Age sites
of the Istrian peninsula and Trieste
Karst and they are a characteristic
form of the Early and Middle
Bronze Age in these regions
(Hellmuth Kramberger 2017, 241-
242, Sl. 212). They are also record-
ed in Vaganacka peæina in the layer
dated broadly to the end of the
Middle Bronze Age and early part
of the Late Bronze Age (Foren -
baher – Vranjican 1985, 12, T.7/4),
as well as in somewhat earlier con-
texts of the Cetina culture (Maro -
viæ – Coviæ 1983, 210 ff., fig.
14/11). Although some strap han-

dles show a tendency of narrowing
in the middle, it is not enough to
classify them to the mentioned cat-
egory. However the handle on T.
9/2, with compact form and excep-
tionally widened ends, could prob-
ably be ascribed to the mentioned
category. One example of „X-
shaped“ handle was found earlier,
during the field survey of this site
in the 1970s (Brusiæ 1977, T. 3/2). It
is interesting that this type of han-
dles was not recorded on the near-
by hillfort in Vrcevo, with its rich
settlement layer from the Middle
and Late Bronze Age (Celhar 2013;
Šokceviæ 2016), neither in the
somewhat younger settlement in
Kaštel near Benkovac (Zojceski
2013). However their occurrence in
abri Obljaj (Dubol niæ 2006, T.
1/7,8) in Duševiæa glavica (Gusar –
Vujeviæ 2012, 110, fig. 6, T. 4/5) and
in Bribir (Korošec – Korošec 1980,
124-125, fig. 18) testify to the fact
that they were present in northern
Dalmatia although it seems they
were not nearly as „popular“ a
form as in the northern Adriatic.

We also need to mention horizon-
tal handles with more or less circu-
lar section (T. 2/1, 9/4). Most speci-
mens cannot be associated with the
form they originally belonged to
though it seems they might have
belonged to pots and that they
stood on the widest part of the ves-
sel. It is possible that they original-
ly came in pair. They are scarce and
none of the handles with such sec-
tion can be determined as vertical
type with certainty. A handle with
sunken area in the middle and
pulled out edges (T. 9/3) stands out
in terms of form with particularly
strongly expanded ends of the han-
dle that are also sunken. Analogies
can be found in Vaganacka peæina
in the phase of the Late Bronze and
Early Iron Age (Forenbaher –
Vranjican 1985, T. 10/3, 8), in
Bribir (Korošec 1980, T. 16/1),
Vrcevo (Batoviæ 1971, sl. 12/4) and
on hillforts on the Zadar islands
(Omiš, Gracina) (Batoviæ 1973, T.
81/2,3; 89/5). Therefore they
should be dated more precisely to
the Late Bronze Age with possible
continuation in the Early Iron Age.
Another characteristic Bronze Age
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form are massive double horizon-
tal handles. As much as seven ex -
amples were found on Ricul (T. 9/5-
6), and only one can be associated
with a large vessel with pro-
nouncedly squat form (T. 9/5).
They are scarce in Monkodonja
and in the rest of Istia and Trieste
Karst, and they are believed to be
imported, probably from the south
having in mind the distribution of
the finds. They are dated to the
Middle and Late Bronze Ages while
examples from eastern Albania are
related to the Early Bronze Age
contexts (Hellmuth Kramberger
2017, 249-254). They were found
more frequently in the region of
Kvarner, northern and central
Dalmatia (Velušcek 1996, 64, map
4; Buriæ 2000, T.3; Bleciæ Kavur
2016, 90, no. 22; Hellmuth Kram -
berger 2017, Fig. 220).

In addition to handles there are
also lugs that have not been typo-
logically classified separately and
mostly they have been mentioned
earlier in the description of the ty-
pology of vessels. There are
tongue-shaped lugs (T. 9/7), some-
times with sunken central part
providing a visual impression that
the lug was divided in two little
horns. Due to their fragmentary
state it is not possible to determine
several subtypes as at some other
sites (cf. e.g. Buršiæ Matijašiæ 1998,
70-71, with a chronological span
for this form). Except for the
tongue-shaped variant, lugs also
comprise thick arched relief bands
known as horseshoe-shaped lugs
that have already been mentioned.

As a whole, the material culture of
Ricul, primarily the pottery finds
correspond to standards of late
prehistoric periods in the eastern
Adriatic region. Most pottery
forms and ornaments from Ricul
are characterized by long duration,
often throughout the entire Bronze
Age, sometimes with continuity in
the Iron Age. However the lack of
characteristic indicative finds of
the Early Bronze Age4 despite the
fact that certain forms from Ricul
were first recorded exactly in that
period, indicate that the beginning
of the settlement should be associ-

ated with the Middle Bronze Age.
Except for the fact that all movable
archaeological finds were found in
contexts of that period, such dating
is doubtlessly confirmed by radio-
carbon dates obtained from three
wooden piles from different posi-
tions at the site (Fig. 6). Intensive
building of constructions in the
settlement and of the structure that
connected the settlement with the
islet can be dated to the 15th centu-
ry BC, i.e. B1 phase of the Bronze
Age according to the central Euro -
pean chronology (Hänsel –
Mihoviliæ – Teržan 2015, 510, Sl.
332). The settlement itself existed
for a short period. Comparisons
with Vaganacka peæina, a rare

example of a rather close site with
systematized finds and clear strati-
graphic relations, reveal that there
are analogies with certain forms
from the final phases of Late
Bronze and Early Iron Ages (phase
8), but some phenomena charac-
teristic of the final phase of the
Bronze Age are missing, primarily
facetted rims and channels (Foren-
baher – Vranjican 1985, 13-14, T.
8B, 9-11). Accordingly, it is reason-
able to assume that the settlement
had ceased to exist prior to the late
phase of the Late Bronze Age.

We do not know what happened
with the community that inhabited
Ricul after that period. Four hill-
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forts in the nearby hinterland
(Gradina in Turanj, Peæinska
gomila, Vukašinov krug and Crni
krug) do not exhibit any traces of
use in the final prehistoric period.
Furthermore trial trenching on
Gradina in Turanj in 2017 resulted
in a meager quantity of small pot-
tery sherds in bedrock fissures sup-
porting the thesis that this position
was used for a short while or only
occasionally in earlier segments of
the Bronze Age, in earlier periods
or simultaneously with the settle-
ment in Ricul, possibly as a part of
the identical settlement whole.
This pottery is characterized by
specific fabric and brown-yellow-
ish nuances. Its porous structure is
the result of organic inclusions that

burned out during firing. Scarce
typical sherds (triangular handle,
strap handles, handle with finger-
tip impressions, flattened rim
thickened on the outer side) corre-
spond to the material culture of the
Bronze Age.

It is difficult to determine the pos-
sible function(s) of the islet of
Ricul that was connected with the
mainland by an artificial embank-
ment. Earlier underwater probes
along its northern edge, in the area
that once was mainland, revealed
the existence of a settlement layer
in this part as well (Brusiæ 1977,
54). However the find of child bur-
ial in a vessel (Brusiæ 1977, 55,
T.V/6) indicates that part of the

islet might have been used as an
area where this community buried
the deceased. Analogy for such
protruding position of a necropolis
can be found somewhat more
southerly in the present-day islet of
Mali Vinik where a Late Bronze
Age and Early Iron Age necropolis
is assumed for the population of
Gradina in Mur ter (situated oppo-
site the islet) on the basis of a num-
ber of accidental metal finds
(Batoviæ 1973, 6-7, 95, 104-105,
110-112, 117; cf. Kuriliæ 2013, 35).

The prehistoric complex of Ricul
belongs to a group of settlements
with small islands in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the mainland
(Oštarija or Kumentiæ near Crvena
luka (Brusiæ 1977, 55, T. 9), Gar -
menjak near Barotul on the island
of Pašman (Batoviæ 1987, 35, 37,
39, 41, 47-48, 50-51, sl. 11, karta 2,
br. 5, 3, br. 11, T. 9); Školj veliki
(Batoviæ, 1973, 42, 71, 74, 76, 80-
83, 86-87, 129, sl. 18, 22, karta 5, br.
30, T. 56-58) and Babuljaš near
Pakoštane (Pešiæ 2015) that were
connected with the mainland by a
natural or artificial embankment.
Such position ensured them pro-
tection and control of the mar-
itime area and sea route along the
eastern Adriatic coast. The position
of the islet of Ricul along the sea
coast, as well as of the islet of
Garmenjak next to the island of
Pašman on the opposite side of the
Pašman Channel indicates their
importance in control of this im -
portant sea passage within eastern
Adriatic maritime communica-
tion. Namely they are situated in
the narrowest part of the channel
where currents are the strongest
and they often change direction,
implying longer stay of boats in the
prehistoric period waiting for
favourable direction of sea cur-
rents (Cace 2006, 34-35; Brusiæ
2007, 19-20, 28). A number of such
settlements is located along the
remaining part of the Adriatic
coast, some of which (or at least
their parts) are currently sub-
merged due to sea level changes (cf.
Radiæ Rossi 2011, 113-114).
Having in mind the Bronze Age
dating of most of such sites we can
conclude that the Bronze Age com-
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munities from this region knew
how to valorize advantages of the
coastal belt, in addition to hillforts
and caves. The question is what
economic, social, climate or some
other circumstances have con-
tributed to such change in the con-
cept of space occupation.

The islets in the immediate vicinity
of the coast to which they were
once connected slowly start to
yield prehistoric finds. Excavations
of shallows reveal structure
remains and, as in case of Ricul,
confirm that we can expect more
than just occasional finds at these
sites. Preservation possibilities of
organic material trapped in sea
deposits will enable analyses and
bring forth information that can
rarely be obtained at the terrestrial
sites enriching in that way insights
about life of prehistoric communi-
ties on the eastern Adriatic coast.
(Translation: Marija Kostiæ)

Notes
1 Fragments of a quern made of sandstone
and daub fragments were found as well.
2 We would like to thank Maja Grgurić for
preliminary information. 
3 Information known to the authors who
are also in charge of the research.
4 We can notice lack of decorative tech-
niques characteristic of this horizon as
seen on the finds from phase 6 in
Vaganačka pećina (Forenbaher, Vranjican,
1985, 10-11, T. 3C, 5, 6), as well as some
characteristic forms associated with the
Cetina culture context  (Marović, Čović,
1983).
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